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Abstract

typically convergences faster, it usually outperforms the feature
mapping approach [22].
Nevertheless, the mask learning system assumes that the
scale of the masked signal is the same as the clean target, and
the interfering noise is strictly additive, which can be remove
by the masking process. If the distorted signal is also affected
by the channel distortion or reverberation, an additional feature
mapping function has to be learned to composite since the mask
is incapable to restore such distortion. This problem is usually
more severe in the far-talk scenarios where the reverberation is
stronger. Therefore this assumption is usually not applicable for
most real recorded stereo data because the varied sound source
location and channel difference for each recording microphone
breaks the additive relation between the noisy speech and the
clean reference.
In this paper, we are interested in re-using a well-developed
close-talk acoustic model for the far-field ASR without the need
to collect large amount of far-field data and re-train the acoustic
model. Specifically, we learn a single-channel speech enhancement model from small amount of recorded parallel speech data.
This model can be conveniently plugged in as a front-end module for a practical far-field setup. This is extremely appealing as we move from the close-talking mobile speech application to the far-field speech recognition scenario, given that
we already have a well-developed close-talking acoustic model
trained from thousands of hours of mobile speech.
We first extend the mask learning approach by integrating
two types of restoration layers to address the scale mismatch
problem. With this extension, the mask learning can be applied
to a much wider range of real scenario. We further propose a
novel residual learning [24] based speech enhancement model
via adding shortcut connections to a feature mapping network.
We show that when the input feature is in logarithmic scale,
adding the additive residual connection between layers is equivalent to the masking learning. Such a structure can benefit from
both the mask learning and the feature mapping. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first application of residue learning to
speech enhancement.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the extended mask learning with restoration layers; Section 3 introduces the residue learning model; Section 4 presents
the experiment and results; Section 5 is the conclusion.

For single-channel speech enhancement, mask learning based
approach through neural network has been shown to outperform the feature mapping approach, and to be effective as a
pre-processor for automatic speech recognition. However, its
assumption that the mixture and clean reference must have the
correspondent scale doesn’t hold in data collected from real
world, and thus leads to significant performance degradation
on parallel recorded data. In this paper, we first extend the
mask learning based speech enhancement by integrating two
types of restoration layer to address the scale mismatch problem. We further propose a novel residual learning based speech
enhancement model via adding different shortcut connections to
a feature mapping network. We show such a structure can benefit from both the mask learning and the feature mapping. We
evaluate the proposed speech enhancement models on CHiME
3 data. Without retraining the acoustic model, the best bidirection LSTM with residue connections yields 24.90% relative WER reduction on real data and 34.57% WER on simulated
data.
Index Terms: single-channel speech enhancement, feature
mapping learning, mask learning, residue net

1. Introduction
Recently the surge in home smart devices and immersive intelligence has raised many new challenges for far-field automatic
speech recognition (ASR) [1, 2]. Even with the latest advances
in deep-learning acoustic model [3, 4], speech recognition accuracy degrades severely in far-field ASR due to reverberation
and additive noise [5, 6].
Many noise-robustness methods use stereo data to learn the
mapping from distorted speech to clean speech. The stereo
data consists of speech samples simultaneously recorded in
training environments and in representative test environments.
Stereo data can also be obtained by digitally introducing (e.g.
adding noise) distortion to the clean speech. Data augmentation
through far-field data simulation and speech enhancement technologies have been applied to improve far-field ASR with good
success [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Feature-mapping [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] and mask-learning
[20, 21, 22, 23] are two commonly used deep-learning based
approaches for single-channel speech enhancement using stereo
data. The former directly learns a non-linear mapping to convert
the noisy speech to clean speech. In the latter, a ratio mask
is first learnt and further applied to the noisy speech to mask
the noise interference and recover the clean speech. Due to the
fact that the mask learning has constraint dynamic range and

2. Extended Mask Learning with
Restoration Layers
In this section, we first review the formulation of mask learning and discuss the scale mismatch problem; then introduce the
extended mask learning with restoration layers to address the
recording mismatch.
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2.1. Mask Learning Formulation

The pre-restoration layers target at the scale and the channel mismatch between microphones. Rectifier linear unit activation(ReLU) is selected as the output non-linearity of the
pre-restoration layers since it is unbounded. Through the prerestoration layer, the dynamic range of the raw noisy speech is
re-scaled as the clean reference for the masking processing.
The spectral mismatch between close and far-talking is
learnt through the post-restoration layers. The spectral mismatch is generated from the difference recording location in different microphones, which is not directly related with the noise
and can not be removed through masking process(e.g. The T-F
bins in clean reference has greater amplitude than the noisy mixture.) With the post-restoration, such difference can be fixed after the masking process, which prevents the system from wasting the representation power in producing unachievable target.
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the extended mask learning
with pre- or post-restoration layers.

There are two ways to learn the mask. The first one is
called mask approximation (MA) which directly minimizes
the distance between the learned mask and the target mask
[20, 21, 22, 23]. The second is called signal approximation
(SA) which minimizes the distance between the target signal
and the signal constructed by applying the estimated mask to
the distorted signal [25, 26].
We choose signal approximation based mask learning in
this study. It is shown in [25] that SA is better than MA as
its final target is directly related with the source signal. The
objective of SA based mask learning for speech enhancement
is:
(1)
L = kX − Φ(Y ) M k22 ,
where X and M are clean speech and noisy speech in the mask
learning output feature domain; Y is the noisy speech in the
mask learning input feature domain; Φ(·) is the mask estimation function learnt from neural networks. Φ(Y ) ∈ [0, 1] is the
learnt soft mask.
Here we use separate notations for noisy speech as the input and the output does not necessarily need to be in the same
feature domain in mask learning.
2.2. Recording Mismatch Problem
In mask learning system, when the mixture (M ), clean speech
(X), and the noise (N ) are strictly additive, i.e. M = X + N ,
the clean speech can be perfectly recovered from the ideal mask
X
(i.e. X+N
) learned from the neural network. However, the additivity relation usually only exists in the synthetic data, where
the noisy speech is simply synthesized as the summation between the clean speech and the noise. In parallel recording,
since the clean reference and the noisy speech are recorded simultaneously through a pair of close-talk and far-talk microphone, several additional distortions are introduced. For example, the channel mismatch between the microphone pair would
cause additional channel distortion between the recordings, and
since the microphone is close to the speaker, the close-talking
recording would usually capture speech-related sound that is not
exist in the far-talk recording, such as the spoken wind. Finally,
since the relative distance between each sound source to the microphone are different, their relative amplitude would differ in
both recordings, and thus cause additional distortion. We refer the mismatch in the real recording as “recording mismatch
problem”.
To model real parallel recording, we introduce two additional function into the mask learning formulation. The mixture
from a far-talk microphone (M ) and clean speech (X) is modeled as
M = f (g(X) + N ),

Figure 1: Architecture of the extended mask learning with preor post- restoration layers. Input feature, mixture and clean
reference blocks correspond Y , M and X in Equation 1, and
the remaining white blocks are neural network parameters(Φ(·)
in Equation 1)
With these two extensions, the mask learning based speech
enhancement can be applied to a wide range of real world scenario. We will present results on the mask learning with restoration layers on CHiME3 task in Section 4.

3. Residual Learning Feature Mapping
In this section, we introduce applying the residue learning architecture to speech enhancement.
3.1. Background of Residual Network
Deep residual learning makes use of shortcut connections between neural network layers for fast convergence and the gradient vanishing problem. It was first proposed in [24] for image
recognition. Lately its efficacy was also confirmed in large vocabulary speech recognition [27].
In residue network, neural network layers are explicitly reformulated to learn residual functions with respect to the layer
inputs. The shortcut connection in deep residue learning effectively addresses gradient vanishing/exploding problem in very
deep neural network. Thus it is generally believed that very
deep neural networks with residue connections is easier to optimize. The residue learning helps to maintain consistently improved accuracy performance in increasingly deeper and more
complicated neural network.
Most previous work in applying residue learning focuses on
improving network optimization for very deep network.

(2)

where f (·) is the non-linear transformation introduced by the
channel mismatch; g(·) represents the spectral difference between the two recordings. Under this setting, the masking process Φ (Y ) M would fail to recover the clean speech due to
the cascaded non-linearities, even with the ideal mask.
2.3. Mask Learning with Restoration
We propose to extend the mask learning with two types of
restoration before or after the mask to address the recording
mismatch problem, namely pre- and post-restoration. Both
restoration consist of neural network layers.
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3.2. Residual Learning for Speech Enhancement

4.1. CHiME 3 and ASR Back-End

Unlike solving gradient vanishing/exploding problems and ease
of training of very deep network, the motivation behind our
work in applying the residue learning in speech enhancement
has straightforward physical meaning in signal reconstruction.
Multiplication in linear scale corresponds to summation
when performed in logarithm scale. In a direct feature mapping network, when all the representations are in logarithmic
scale, the additive residual connection between layers is equivalent to consistently perform the masking process. As discussed
in the recent work [28], the residual learning can be viewed as
the ensemble of different sub-neural networks. This architecture alternates between the feature mapping and mask learning
cross different neural network layers, which could be benefited
from both feature mapping and the mask learning architecture.
Therefore, it can potentially outperforms speech enhancement
with the mask or the feature mapping only.
Based on this observation, we propose a residual learning
based architecture for speech enhancement. Two types of residual connection are proposed, namely input residual connection
and layer-wise residual connection. In layer-wise residual connection, the shortcut is added between the output of each layer
and its previous layer. In the input residual connection, the
shortcut connection between input and the output of each layer
is incorporated in the network. The intuition behind the two architecture is straightforward. In layer-wise residual connection,
a mask is learnt to refine the output from previous layer, and
the noise is gradually removed through each masking process.
While in input residual connection, since the input is fed to each
layer, better mask would be learnt as the network keeps going
deeper, until the last layer. Similar to the mask learning system,
the recording mismatch also exists in the residual learning network. Therefore, the post restoration is also applied after the
last residual connection. Figure 2 presents the architecture of
residual learning based speech enhancement using input residue
connection and/or layer-wise residue connection.

CHiME 3 [6] data is recorded using a 6-channel microphone
array mounted on a tablet. The training data consists of 1600
real noisy utterances and 7138 simulated utterances. The real
data is recorded in different live environments. The simulated
data is obtained by mixing clean utterances into different background recordings. In real recording, a simultaneously recorded
close talking signal is used as the clean reference, while in synthesized data, the clean utterance is referred as the reference.
In all speech enhancement experiment, the real and simulated
clean reference are used to form the training target. For both
real and simulated data, four environments are selected: caf
(CAF), street (STR), public transport (BUS), and pedestrian
area (PED). The testing data consists of 1600 real recorded and
1600 simulated noisy utterances under the same four environments. There is no overlapping for both speech and the noise
between training and testing set.
We are interested in reusing a well trained acoustic model
under noisy environment, which was trained beforehand and
didn’t change during the experiment. The acoustic model was
trained on 8738 clean utterances(1600 close talking recordings+7138 clean utterances). We trained a fully connected deep
neural network (DNN) on close-talk clean speech. The DNN
has 7-hidden layers, each with 2048 hidden units. The input
feature consists of a 2640-dim feature vector formed by 80dim log filterbank feature with double delta and a context window of 11 frames (80*3*11=2640). The output layer has 3012
senone states. We adopt the restricted Bolzman machine(RBM)
pre-training before the fine-tuning of the full network using the
cross-entropy criteria. We use Wall Street Journal 5K word 3gram language model for decoding throughout this paper.
A MVDR beamformer provided by the CHiME 3 challenge
was used as the pre-processor to combine the signal from 6
channels[29]. We use the beamformed signal and the singlechannel far-field noisy speech(the 5th microphone) in the experiments. The proposed single-channel speech enhancement
models are applied as a plug-in module before decoding. It is
noted that because the beamforming step breaks the additive assumption between the noisy and clean speech, and will usually
introduce additional channel distortion, even the simulated data
in the dataset suffer from the recording mismatch problem as
discussed in previous chapters.
4.2. Extended Mask Learning with Restoration Layers
The baseline mask learning system consists of two long shortterm memory(LSTM) layers, each layer has 300 cells. A fully
connected layer with sigmoid activation is build on top of the
LSTM layers, to form the mask. We used the feature setting that is similar to a to a previous state-of-art mask learning
system[30] where the input feature is 100-dimension log melfilterbank, calculated with 25ms window and 10ms hop, and
the clean 100 dimensional linear filterbank calculated under the
same setting is used as clean reference.
Although a more complex architecture would potentially
lead to better results, we use one fully connected layer with rectify linear units for both pre and post restoration, with 100 nodes
for each. For both systems, the enhanced speech is firstly converted into time-domain representation inverse mel-filterbank
and inverse Fourier transform, then the speech recognition feature is calculated and feed into the acoustic model.
In addition, we compare the mask learning based approach
with the feature mapping approach. Here the feature mapping
is conducted in the acoustic model feature domain, i.e. the net-

Figure 2: Architecture of the residue-learning based speech enhancement model. Left: input residual connection, where the
input is fed through the shortcut. Right: layer-wise residual,
where the previous hidden activation is fed through residual
connection

4. Experiment
In this section, we present our speech enhancement experimental results on the CHiME3 task.
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Table 1: Speech recognition word error rate (WER) comparison
of mask learning with/without scale restoration.
method
Baseline
Standard Mask
Mask + pre-Restoration
Mask + post-Restoration
Feature mapping (LSTM)

Real
31.12
37.40
37.40
30.87
24.22

Table 2: Speech recognition accuracy comparison for residue
learning based speech enhancement: input residue connection
(ResI), layer-wise residue connection (ResL), or both (ResB).
The results in the brackets are relative WER reductions from
the baseline setup.

Simu
15.78
15.05
14.96
13.41
11.23

method
bLSTM (Baseline)
bLSTM + Res-I
bLSTM + Res-L
bLSTM + Res-B

work takes in the noisy acoustic feature and directly target at the
feature for acoustic model. Specifically, the input is the 240-dim
log mel-filterbank formed by 80-dim log mel-filterbank with
double delta, as described in Section 4.1, and the output is the
clean 80-dim log mel-filterbank feature. A similar two-layer
300-cell LSTM is used. The result is shown in Table 1.

Real (WER.R)
24.07 (NA)
23.37 (2.91)
23.74 (1.37)
23.52 (2.29)

Simu (WER.R)
10.81(NA)
10.41 (3.70)
10.88 (-0.65)
10.56 (2.31)

Table 3: Speech recognition accuracy performance comparison
for single-channel far-field speech enhancement using bLSTM
with input residue connection. The results in the brackets are
relative WER reductions from the baseline setup.
method
Noisy (Baseline)
Res-L(Enhanced)
Res-I(CH5)

In Table 1, we see that without restoration, the mask learning completely fails on both real and simulated data. This confirms the recording mismatch problem described earlier. After introducing restoration layers, both pre-restoration and postrestoration layer improve the mask learning result. In particular, we found that the post-restoration outperforms the prerestoration. This is likely due to the fact that the post-restoration
layers have more information from bottom layers and can be
better optimized globally.

Real (WER.R)
31.12 (NA)
23.37 (24.90)
27.47 (18.07)

Simu (WER.R)
38.06 (NA)
24.90 (34.57)
28.58 (11.73 )

4.4. Single-Channel Far-Field Speech Enhancement
In real world far-field applications, microphone array and multichannel speech enhancement are not always available. We
would like to find out how the proposed single-channel speech
enhancement would perform on single-channel far-field speech.
To this end, we further apply the proposed extended
bLSTM mask learning with post-restoration layers and input
residue connection to single far-talk noisy channel speech enhancement. As shown in table 3, the proposed best performed
speech enhancement applied to single far-field channel yields
11.73 % WER reduction, comparing to 24.90 % WER reduction when applied to the multi-channel enhanced speech evaluated on the real testing part of CHiME 3. The results suggest
the proposed approach is beneficial even with single-channel
far-field noisy speech. This makes the proposed single-channel
speech enhancement approach practical in a wide rage of real
world far-field ASR scenario.
It is worth noting that the state of the art recognition performance the CHiME 3 dataset is around 6% in WER. However, to achieve such performance, many upgrades of the model
are required, including advanced beamformer, better and customized language model, system combination, larger acoustic
model, and most importantly, the retraining of acoustic model
with enhanced speech, all of which were not included in the experiment. In our setting, the acoustic model remains unchanged,
since the retraining is usually not available in real world applications, where. By incorporating those add-ons, a much better
performance could be expected. Recently, in [31], the author
shows that the teacher-student learning could also largely increase the recognition performance on the same dataset, which
could also be a potential combination with the proposed models.

Also in table 1, the feature mapping learning in the acoustic model feature domain significantly outperforms the masklearning based approach, even with injected restoration layers.
We believe such difference is because of the signal conversion
in the mask learning based speech enhancement, i.e. the mask
learning method required the enhanced signal to convert in time
domain before feeding into the acoustic. This process usually
introduced extra distortion.
Compared with the beamformed speech, the system directly
trained from signal channel has significantly higher word error
rate(WER). This result shows that the signal-channel enhancement is complementary with beamforming, and also suggests
that a joint trained multi-signal channel enhancement system
would have potentially better performance, as discussed in [5].
4.3. Residual Learning
Our residue learning based speech enhancement is developed
based upon the best performed bLSTM feature mapping model
as discussed in Section 4.2. Specifically, we compare three
residual learning networks with different types of connections:
input residual connections only (Res-I); layer-wise residual
connections only (Res-L); both input and layer-wise residual
connections (Res-B).
Table 2 summarizes the experimental results on residual
learning based speech enhancement. First, all three proposed
residual networks yield small but consistent additional accuracy gain comparing to the state-of-art bLSTM feature mapping
model. This suggests the efficacy of the residue connections in
speech enhancement model. In particular, we found that the architecture with input residue connection only (Res-I) performs
best with 2.91% additional WER reduction against the baseline
bLSTM feature mapping model.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we relaxed the matching scale constraint in mask
learning based speech enhancement model by integrating two
types of restoration layer. We proposed a novel residual learning for improving speech enhancement. We evaluated the proposed speech enhancement models on CHiME 3 task. Without retraining the acoustic model, the bi-direction LSTM input
residue connection yields 24.90% relative WER reduction on
real data and 34.57% relative WER reduction on simulated data.

It is worth noting that our architecture is still considered to
be a shallow model. As more training data becomes available,
we can increase the depth of the enhancement network layers.
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